SUMMER BRINGS OUT
THE BEST OF EVERYONE.

This year, pastel colours will brighten up spaces and clothes. Its time to step up, and show how can reflect
on interior design. With sunlight coming into play, and a different aura around decoration, Summer
decoration trends will always have a place in any home with a flare.
Fine colours, unique textures, all luxuriously mixed with a golden touch, that brings the mood together
and has the elegance you need. The Robin mirror is the king of the room with its handmade nails but.
Don’t forget the classics and give them a modern look, like the new Empire Dining Table. You could play
the Game of Thrones here, or just give the perfect touch to a dining room.
Forget the rules, fall in love and bring the best of Summer to your decor.

EMPIRE | CENTER TABLE
Designed and built to make an impression and
deliver an unmatched experience, this exquisite
piece will add a breathtaking touch of elegance and
glamour to your luxury living room. The Millionaire center table is built from mahogany wood, and
features a polished brass surface.

ROBIN | MIRROR
From the legend born in the depths of Sherwood
Forest, ROBIN Mirror embodies the strength and
character of noble ages, giving them a modern
approach. The fish-eye mirror is supported by a
brass structure that turns ROBIN into one of the
most emblematic pieces of the entire collection.

EMPIRE | DINING TABLE
Great Empire’s take centuries to build, and those
who rise after taking a fall find their true strength.
The Empire dining table symbolizes generations of
gatherings and decisions, both in times of celebration or tension. Its cracks reflect tough times,
revealing a gold interior in a manifesto towards
power.
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SOHO | COFFE TABLE
It’s all about offering you a variety of choices for
your home decor! After the huge success with Soho
sideboard, Boca do Lobo has launched in two new
versions a bedside table and a console. Now we are
offering you a Soho coffee table to provide an
exclusive ambiance to your contemporary living
room.

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo’s emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their
wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest
technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless
luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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